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Introduction 
In the period right after the Tokyo subway sarin attack (20th March 1995) perpetrated by 
the followers of Aum Shinrikyō オウム真理教, a New Religious Movement founded by Asahara 
Shōko 麻原彰晃 (1955 - ), the religious organization became the biggest news story in Japan, raising 
concern among public opinion at the status of security in the country.1 On a political level, the event 
was a turning point in what was the attitude of the government toward religious institutions, as the 
rush for “civil protection” triggered by the Aum crisis followed an increasing demand for laws against 
the creation and subsistence of religious organizations of which ideas could result in a dangerous 
outcome for Japanese society, as Aum Shinrikyō was perceived at the time. 2  Neo-nationalists 
political parties gained more audience, being also supported by postwar religious institutions such 
as the Association of Shintō Shrines. By the same token, the way in which the police were handling 
the Aum affair, including the precedent Sakamoto Tsutsumi murder case and the Matsumoto Sarin 
Incident, showed the weaknesses of a security system that was previously considered sound and 
effective. In this sense, the neo-nationalist response met the needs of that group of people who was 
urging the State to be more active on the control front, especially in regards of the New Religious 
Movements that were born as associations of former Aum members in response to the disbanding 
of the religious group. 
On the other side, another kind of response rose in society. In fact, a series of victims’ groups 
was born in the aftermath, to provide legal, medical and psychological support to the victims and 
their close relatives. In chronological order, the Subway Sarin Incident Victims’ Association 
Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai 地下鉄サリン事件被害者の会 was founded right after the 
incident in 1995 for requesting financial compensation to the victims and participation in the trials 
connected with the attack. In June of the same year, a group of former Aum Shinrikyō members 
created an association called Kanariya no Kai カナリヤの会, which supports former devotees and 
their families for their transition back into civilian life. From 2002 on, an NPO named RSC – Recovery 
                                                          
1 Baffelli and Reader 2012, p. 1. 
2 Mullins 2012, p. 1. 
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Support Center is coordinated by a group of experts in different fields, such as doctors, lawyers and 
mass media researchers, whose activities are mostly related with victims’ physical and psychological 
recovery.3 Together with other NPOs and self-support groups, such as Kazoku no Kai 家族の会 (ex 
Aum Shinrikyō members’ families) and the Japan Society for Cult Prevention and Recovery  Nihon 
Datsu Karuto Kyōkai 日本脱カルト協会 (researchers from several fields of study), they established 
a victims’ network based on mutual support and a shared concept of victimhood, showed to the 
civil society through TV show participation and production of a wide literature that is still hardly 
taken into consideration in academic environments and needs, in Baffelli and Reader words, further 
consideration.4  
This research aims to investigate the role of NPOs and victims’ group activities in influencing 
public opinion regarding victims’ redressing issues. Furthermore, it intends to explore victims’ 
struggle against the proliferation of New Religious Movements derived from the disbanding of Aum 
Shinrikyō and constituted mainly by its former members, such as Hikari no Wa 光の環 and Aleph ア
レフ, which are suspected of harboring the same doctrines that led Aum to be a danger for Japanese 
society. In doing so, victims used memory, both individual and collective, as a tool to make their 
case and highlight their instances even when the attention towards the Aum affair declined in 
Japanese media. Memorial constructions regarding the incidents, commemorative events, 
documentaries and victims’ groups’ activities accounts established a legacy that goes beyond the 
individual experience as a victim or a perpetrator, rather producing a collective instance of 
victimhood.        
Thus, I intend to examine the ways in which the concept of victimhood is produced by 
victims’ groups connected with the Aum affair and how it was received by Japanese media in terms 
of a renovated mutual understanding between victims and journalists, which resulted in an 
improvement of the victims’ treatment on information channels. I will consider the experience of 
three support groups (Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai, Kanariya no Kai and RSC) that will be 
                                                          
3 http://www.rsc.or.jp/about.html, last access: 26/02/2018. 
4 Baffelli and Reader 2012, pp. 22-23. 
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used as case studies to analyze the evolution and the impact they had both on victims’ lives and 
information media.  
In Chapter I, I will examine the political and social framework in which these victims’ groups 
act. As Arrington states in her study about victims’ redress issue in Japanese and Korean 
environments, how and to which degree the victimhood was constructed and perceived by society 
changed over time, as its existence is intertwined with the evolution of democracy in a particular 
country.5 In this sense, the chapter will focus on the dynamics that occur between Japanese society 
and victims’ groups, investigating how the parameters for redressing and civil acknowledgment 
were set by both the agents. Although Aum victims’ groups follow the characteristics provided by 
Arrington, they also redefine the terms in which they were understood by society, reshaping the 
relationship with media and becoming a model to follow in the aftermath. In the same way, how 
the victims employed their memory of the attack and their life experiences afterwards will be 
analyzed considering the theoretical frameworks of Paul Ricoeur, French philosopher whose 
Memory, history, forgetting gives a deep understanding of the relationship between memory and 
history, and how the former is employed by different social groups to reshape a common 
understanding of the latter within society. Furthermore, contributions from Halbwachs’ collective 
memory will deepen further memory employment in a victimhood context. 
Chapter II will treat the evolution of Higaisha no Kai and its attempt to create a network that 
could include also victims of other crimes both nationally and internationally. In particular, the 
experience of Takahashi Shizue 高橋シズエ (1947 - ), widow of a station master who died during 
his shift at Kasumigaseki station and subsequently chosen as the spokeswoman of the association, 
provided an invaluable contribution to the improvements of the relationship between victims and 
media, and their mutual understanding.6  
Chapter III will take into consideration the work of RSC, an NPO active in issues affecting 
victims’ physical and psychological recovery. Their expertise in medical and legal fields provided 
                                                          
5 Arrington 2016, p. 41.  
6 Takahashi and Kawahara 2005, pp. 9-10. 
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support for the victims, while their affiliation with other support groups such as Higaisha no Kai 
increased the attention of public opinion towards the victims’ issue.  
Finally, in Chapter IV I intend to examine the impact that the Aum affair had on former Aum 
members and how they dealt with their social crisis. In this connection, will be investigated the 
significance of Kanariya no Kai as an association that represented former devotees excluded by 
Japanese society due to their previous affiliation. Hence, the association’s activities will be further 
analyzed to understand how this kind of aggregations by former member of Aum Shinrikyō became 
a rehabilitation process towards an active reintroduction into society, thus inserting the group in a 
wider context of positive elements within the framework of Japanese victimhood. Furthermore, 
attention will be given to another organization, Aum Shinrikyō Kazoku no Kai (Aum Shinrikyo Family 
Group), which is attentive to the issues regarding the reintroduction into society for former Aum 
adherents. As the approaches employed and the social background of the members of these two 
organizations greatly differ, they will be compared to highlight to which extent former Aum 
members are perceived as part of the Japanese victimhood context.     
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CHAPTER I 
Victimhood construction in Japanese society 
This chapter will analyze how the concept of victimhood was constructed and portrayed in 
contemporary Japanese history. For this purpose, it will be explained how memories are employed 
to create a victim’s image and how the idea itself of using memories to this end is particularly 
embedded in Japanese recent history. Hence, this section will address the ways in which victims are 
perceived and how they deal with Japanese civil society.    
1.1 Memory and forgetfulness in postwar Japan  
“The duty of memory is the duty to do justice, through memories, to an other than the self" 
- Paul Ricoeur7 
With this sentence, Paul Ricoeur connects victimhood with the concepts of memory 
and justice. Memory, employed by individuals for the benefit of the collectivity, is thus a means 
for justice to be done. In this sense, justice is inherently collective, as it is based on a mutual 
sharing of common experiences between members belonging to the same social group and the 
rest of society.  Although geographically spread in the post-WWII era, the act of remembering 
with the political and social purpose of defending one’s own social group against the 
forgetfulness of historical past is a recurring instance in Japanese society in several contexts. 
The controversial issue of the comfort women, girls who were forced into sexual slavery by the 
Imperial Japanese Army during World War II, became a case when South Korean government 
demanded apologies and compensation for Koreans forced into labor during the Japanese 
occupation, among whom the comfort women category was included.8  
Despite being redressed as war victims, comfort women were not recognized by the 
Japanese government as forced laborers, but rather as volunteers, thus causing exclusion from 
their families and society altogether. Their experience eventually led to the foundation of the 
                                                          
7 Ricoeur, Blamey and Pellauer 2004, p. 89. 
8 
https://archive.is/20060209042342/http://english.chosun.com/w21data/html/news/200501/20050117004
4.html, last access: 02/03/2018. 
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Asian Women’s Fund in 1994, a public-private fund that had the duty to provide additional 
compensation to comfort women from South Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines and the 
Netherlands.9 Although the dispute between Japan and Korea regarding this issue was finally 
settled in 2015, controversies concerning the recognition of these women still stand.10 The 
ways in which comfort women drew attention to their case became the object of a wide 
literature regarding the themes of memory and justice.11 Memorials and testimonies were the 
tools used by some victims’ support groups, such as the House of Sharing (in Korea) and Lila 
Pilipina (in the Philippines), to support the comfort women cause. In this sense, they 
constructed their victimhood within the framework of Japanese postwar memories, although 
the case crosses the national borders, addressing mainly the redress instances of other Asian 
countries regarding the Japanese occupation.  
As it was mentioned above, the Japanese use of memory as a device against 
forgetfulness began at the end of World War II, when several instances of victimhood (e.g., the 
hibakusha activism and the American occupation of Japanese soil) gained attention both 
nationally and internationally. Although the victimhood construction of a certain social group 
is usually politicized, as its political support is backed up by parties’ interests, Arrington claims 
that the postwar cases occurring in Japan in the 1950s and 1960s were supported by both sides 
of the political spectrum, due to a national victim’s consciousness that understood Japan as a 
major victim of militarism. 12  The memories regarding World War II and the subsequent 
American occupation cast a shadow on the second half of Japanese 20th century, as for their 
political and international outcomes. War responsibility, violence, and victims’ memories 
became central themes, although reshaped on several occasions, of Japanese politics of the 
last seventy years.  
As Hashimoto states, “the cleavage separating different war memories and historical 
claims deepened in the 1990s with many disputes”, such as the mandate to use patriotic 
                                                          
9 http://www.awf.or.jp/e2/foundation.html, last access: 02/03/2018. 
10 https://thediplomat.com/2016/05/6-months-later-the-comfort-women-agreement/, last access: 
02/03/2018. 
11 See: Suzuki 2011, Henry 2013, Kumagai 2016.  
12 Arrington 2016, p. 41. 
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symbols and the nationalist treatment of Japan’s war atrocities in school textbooks, let alone 
the demands for health care and redress by the victims of atomic bombings and air raids, which 
project the war memory issue into the victimhood construction field. 13  The Japanese war 
memory issue reached its peak after Hirohito’s death in 1989, as the event shifted the focus on 
issues that had never been completely overcome in Japanese society. Coincidentally with the 
series of violent attacks perpetrated by Aum Shinrikyō, 1990s became a decade in which Japan 
encountered and was confronted with memory and victimhood-related themes on more than 
one level. 
How the themes of violence and memories relate to the construction of victimhood 
and the ideas of seeking justice is the center of a series of studies regarding individual and 
collective memories and memories’ interaction with society. Although these theories were 
conceived with a look at the 20th century European landscape, the issues raised by the victims 
and how they construct their image in order to deal with society is similar in Japan as it is in 
Western countries.14 As Sakai Naoki recalls in an essay on prewar Japan and modernity, “even 
in its particularism, Japan was already implicated in the ubiquitous West, so that neither 
historically nor geopolitically could Japan be seen as the outside of the West”. 15  Again, 
according to Arrington, victims’ acknowledgment by society is invariably tied up with the 
development of democracy, which was eventually accomplished after World War II in the case 
of Japan.16 In an increasingly interconnected world, relationship between organizations based 
in different cultural environments fosters the sharing of information and practices, enhancing 
the experience of all the NPOs taking part into this kind of international exchanges. Thus, 
internal political factors, such as the democratization process, and the evolution of 
international dynamics, where globalization played a growingly relevant role economically and 
socially, together contribute to establish a common ground between western and Japanese 
victims’ groups for showing their similarities and discussing the implications of their activities. 
Nevertheless, although their apparent equivalence, victims’ groups construction is determined 
                                                          
13 Hashimoto 2015, p. 3. 
14 Pendleton 2015, p. 204. 
15 Sakai 2008, p. 170. 
16 Arrington 2016, p. 41. 
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by socio-political factors and set of values prevalent within each society. Whether these NPOs 
are internationally connected or not, their activities and internal mechanisms are mainly 
dependent on the society from which they arose,  a framework that make them accept or reject 
ideologies and structures from outside.  
1.2 Traumatic experiences between individuality and collectivity 
As it was highlighted in the previous section, Japan war experiences had an impact on 
the evolution of politics and social dynamics afterwards, influencing how social groups dealt 
with memory and its understanding of Japan own historical past. Singular traumatic events 
within the larger framework of the war, such as the Battle of Okinawa and the Nanking 
Massacre, became the foundation of social struggles of minorities belonging to Japanese 
society. For instance, the Battle of Okinawa established a storytelling eventually portrayed in 
literature, pop music, and religious rituals, frequently brought up by Okinawan people to state 
their difference, although within the border of the Japanese citizenship, in relation to mainland 
Japan.17 By the same token, the Nanking Massacre made Japanese politicians revalue their 
international relationship and their war time memory construction in a reconsideration process 
about their war responsibilities as citizens and descendants. On the topic, Yoshida Yutaka, 
prominent scholar who worked on the history of the Nanking Massacre, states that the 
Japanese born after the end of the war had no responsibilities for Japanese aggressions during 
the war. On the other hand, other scholars such Ienaga Saburō affirms that “an individual 
‘Japanese’ as a part of the larger ‘Japan’ would continue to bear responsibility for the war since 
the ‘Japanese’ comprise ‘Japan‘”, and that “Japan’s war guilt would never disappear”.18  
Traumatic events, that are the ones being recalled in the remembering process, regard 
the individual and the collective spheres of human beings. On this topic, Halbwachs traces a 
distinction between the former and the latter that still connotes Japanese understanding of its 
collective traumatic experiences, such as the recent Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami in 2011. 
According to Halbwachs, “individual memory is not completely closed insofar as it is 
                                                          
17 See: Hein et alii 2003. 
18 Yoshida 2000, p. 110. 
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constructed through interactions with others”. Then, “there is no individual memory as such. 
This is a collective representation of the past as collective memory”. 19  Hence, individual 
memories are inscribed within a larger framework of collective memories. Traumatic events, 
such as earthquakes, wars and incidents work as both catalysts and object of collective 
memories. Victims utilizing memories as tools to be remembered are both producers and 
product of the victimhood creation that is employed to demand acknowledgment and redress 
by government and society.  
Participating in a collective memory experience establishes the common ground for the 
victims, as a group of individualities, to transform themselves into a social group recognizable 
by society due to its recounting and demanding for justice. As Halbwachs remarks, individuals’ 
memories rely on the framework of social memory, which is the sum of individuals’ memories 
in a particular social group. Thus, human beings are always able to retrieve their past as part of 
a common history in which every individual associated in a determined group is inserted.20 
At the core of his theories, there is the conception that all the human activities are 
determined or constructed in relation to the other. Social interchanges, such as remembering 
and sharing memories are intended as the foundation of social groups formation.21 In this sense, 
an individual’s memory is an element that reacts to others’ narration, filling the void in the 
remembering framework of a specific social group. For instance, he argues that “when treating 
familial memory, the argument focuses essentially on the way in which an individual constitutes 
his/her memory in relation with others”.22 As in his example, victims’ memory revolves around 
their traumatic experience, in a context where memories are understood as individual 
instances that complete the picture of the terrorist attack with the purpose of fulfilling victims’ 
need for remembering.      
In the Japanese case, where war responsibility and legacies are still centers of debates 
within society, the act of remembering as a way to get attention for redressing is a large part 
                                                          
19 Ogino 2015, p. 200.  
20 Halbwachs 1992, p.182. 
21 Apfelbaum 2010, p. 85. 
22 Ogino 2015, p. 200. 
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of victims’ groups’ activities. The reasons why victimhood is constructed in the aftermath of a 
traumatic event can be easily summarized in what Paul Ricoeur calls “duty of memory” and 
“duty to do justice”, which are strictly connected to each other. The necessity to evoke the past 
in order to do justice for the other underlines the fact that the victimhood expressed by 
individuals in a particular victims’ group is based on a network of mutual support where the 
participants identify their experience as a victim under the terms of a common history that has 
to be solved altogether.23 Public mourning, as well as public remembering such as ‘never forget’ 
campaigns, are active requests for attention to the victims’ issue, rather than a call for 
something to not happen again. In this regard, Ricoeur presents the problematic as a 
simultaneous request for both the duty, stating that “the duty of memory is not restricted to 
preserving the material trace, whether scriptural or other, of past events, but maintains the 
feeling of being obligated with respect to these others, of whom we shall later say, not that 
they are no more, but that they were”.24  
1.3 Victims and redressing parameters in Japanese society 
In the preceding paragraphs, I highlighted how victims tend to use memory as a tool to 
seek justice from perpetrators and redress from public institutions, including their own 
government. In this regard, Arrington considered several factors that help victims in 
constructing victimhood in order to gain audience and make a case from their own traumatic 
experience. As for her studies about the Korean and Japanese cases, she claims that “the 
process of mobilizing third-party supporters and the interactions among claimants and their 
supporters over time have significant implications for redress outcomes”.25 Besides her focus 
on the political implications of victims’ activism, the author proposes a model describing the 
development of victimhood in Japanese society regarding victims’ activities and characteristics.   
                                                          
23 In this regard, the “duty” expressed by Paul Ricoeur could be traced back in connection with the Japanese 
concept of giri 義理 , which is understood as an obligation of loyalty towards a set of values which is 
supposedly shared in society. Hence, the “duty of memory” and the “duty to do justice” can be seen as moral 
obligations towards the other in the context of one’s victims’ group.   
24 Ricoeur, Blamey and Pellauer 2004, p. 89. 
25 Arrington 2016, p. 4. 
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In addressing the main features of Japanese activism and victims’ groups, Arrington identifies their 
main objective as a seeking for ordinary citizens consensus, in order to use their leverage to gain 
institutions’ attention and redress from the State. Salience, credibility and State shaming are three 
factors that enter the dynamics between Japanese activists and society. Salience refers to the 
attention given to the victims’ plea and how it is highlighted on media. In this case, society’s 
mediating institutions, such as news media, activist sector and legal profession, play a pivotal role 
in influencing third parties’ perceptions, as a means of contextualizing and directing salience 
towards victims’ groups, in order for them to reach target audiences and gain leverage with the 
State institutions.26 In the case of the Aum affair, precisely because salience to the event was given 
due to the fact that it became a major national news, victims’ groups had to compete in salience 
with the event that generated them rather than with societal lack of knowledge, although being 
positioned within the framework of the terrorist attack. 
Credibility is linked to both the “empirical verifiability of victims’ claims and the 
perceived organizational legitimacy of the victim group”.27 As for the Aum case, both the two 
factors were given as a matter of fact, considering how the terrorist attack was perceived by 
Japanese society and how concerns about public security increasingly arose among society. In 
this regard, other instances of victimhood needed a recognition, instilling in the audience a 
sense of awareness and consciousness as a community. They are often brought up using 
rhetorical claims such as “it could have happened to you too”, in a fashion like what Ricoeur 
identifies as the “duty of memory for the other”.28 On the other hand, the fact that the Tokyo 
subway sarin incident resulted in an attack towards the whole national corpus and its security, 
rather than the sole victims of the terrorist act, reverses the relationship between credibility, 
salience and the purposes of Aum Shinrikyō victims’ groups. Thus, whereas in other victims’ 
groups being recognized by society is the main goal, in this case it is rather a foundation on 
which the discourse is eventually based.  
                                                          
26 Arrington 2016, p. 40. 
27 Ibid., p. 40. 
28 Ricoeur, Blamey and Pellauer 2004, p. 89. 
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For what concerns the State shaming, in Arrington’s words it is described as a 
supplemental tool that helps victims in “mobilizing third parties’ support to help pressure 
decision makers to grant concessions”.29 However, Japanese activist groups tend to be smaller, 
localized and to seek for the support from ordinary people rather than from political parties 
and other powerful social groups, besides the obvious need for legal expertise.30 In this sense, 
it is no wonder that supporter groups, created and run by ordinary people who care for 
particular victimhood instances, are increasingly common and active on the victim support 
front. Consciousness-raising tactics are widely employed to extend society support against 
State policies and urging issues concerning victims.31 As for the victims’ groups related to the 
Aum affair, although their claims were mostly directed to the Aum Shinrikyō members 
considered responsible for the terrorist attack, they indirectly points out their dissatisfaction 
regarding how the State dealt with public security and the subsequent management of the legal 
procedures in the Aum trials. Thus, the activity of Aum victims’ groups and support groups 
reflects the characteristics described by Arrington, which are salience, credibility and State 
shaming, although differently applied to this case.  
As it was specified above, redressing parameters are set depending on how the victims’ 
group is perceived by society, especially considering to what extent their case is seen as an 
urging matter within the State policy framework. In this regard, the contributions from the 
media environment (e.g., tv reporters, journalists) play a pivotal role when it comes to the 
public perception of a social group. Taking into consideration the information channels in Japan 
during the 1990s, Arrington notices that Japanese journalists have had a tendency to trust 
official sources only, giving the State leverage for what concerns its reactions towards victims’ 
activities and the redressing issues as a whole.32 Moreover, victimhood narration processes are 
frequently influenced by more powerful actors (e.g., politicians, opinion-makers), especially 
when State deficiencies are strongly highlighted as part of the victims’ case. Thus, narratives of 
victimhood are impermanent and contested.33 Again, media portrayal of Aum victims had a 
                                                          
29 Arrington 2016, p. 61. 
30 Ibid., p. 52.  
31 Ibidem. 
32 Arrington 2016, p. 65. 
33 Ibidem. 
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strong impact on their perception within society. However, the role played by media in the Aum 
case stepped outside the boundaries set by Arrington, as we will see in more details in the next 
chapters. In this sense, although Aum Shinrikyō victims’ groups correspond to the 
characteristics expressed by Arrington, the social changes happening in Japan at the end of the 
20th century reshaped the relationship between information channels and their targets, 
influencing also victims’ groups’ activities and their victimhood narratives.  
17 
 
CHAPTER II 
The Higaisha no Kai experience: raising victims’ issues through shared memories 
This chapter will investigate the birth and the evolution of Higaisha no Kai, a victims’ group 
created right after the Tokyo subway sarin attack thanks to the effort of victims, victims’ 
families and lawyers responsible for the protection and redressing issues of Aum victims. In this 
context, the role played by Takahashi Shizue, widow of a stationmaster involved in the terrorist 
attack and lately main spokeswoman of Higaisha no Kai, was and is still significant for what 
concerns the relationship between victims and media, in particular regarding how victims are 
portrayed by the rest of Japanese society. Thus, this chapter will focus on the victims’ group, 
the personal history and experience of Takahashi Shizue both as an individual and as a 
representative for the NPO, and how Japanese media changed in handling victims’ experiences 
in the aftermath of the Aum affair.  
2.1 Takahashi Shizue: mourning as social activity 
In tracing the characteristics of Takahashi Shizue as a victim of Aum Shinrikyō, 
Pendleton notes that, when Japanese media shifted their attention from the terrorist attack 
itself to its victims, the woman became shortly after a symbol of victimhood, as she was one of 
the firsts to speak out about her experience in public.34 For the same reason, in the aftermath 
of the Aum affair, Takahashi appeared publicly in several documentaries regarding the attack 
and its victims, wrote an autobiography and participated in the editing of several volumes 
collecting victims’ testimonies and thoughts regarding Aum Shinrikyō and their lives as 
victims.35 Furthermore, she attended most of the trials in which the perpetrators of the attack 
were prosecuted, speaking out her opinion about the ongoing trials and making statement as 
representative of her victims’ group. Thus, Takahashi became a relevant figure in the 
                                                          
34 Pendleton 2009, p. 333. 
35 See: Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai 1998, Takahashi 2008. Tv specials and documentaries were aired 
several times on Japanese TV channels, coincidentally with the anniversaries of the attack. The last one, 
entitled Kyō mo anata to issho ni 今日もあなたと一緒に and directed by Sophia University students in Tokyo, 
was shown at the 2018 memorial event for Aum victims. The fact that the documentary mainly follows 
Takahashi’s recent life demonstrates that her figure, as an individual and a symbol of victimhood, is still 
important in the Aum victims’ discourse.   
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victimhood mechanisms, due to her central role between victims’ organizations, lawyers and 
Japanese media, which allowed her a certain agency when dealing with victims’ perception in 
Japanese society. 
In the introduction of her autobiography, Takahashi describes herself as a normal 
Japanese housewife who does a part-time job at the bank and packs her bags to leave for a trip 
in Hokkaidō with her husband, Takahashi Kazumasa, stationmaster at the Kasumigaseki station 
who was lately killed in the terrorist attack.36 Taking into consideration the mourning process 
in terms of psychological and physical shocks, Pendleton links Krasner and Tanner’s corporeal 
theory of grief with Takahashi Shizue’s way of dealing with her loss. In this sense, the author 
notices that the whole set of recurring memories regarding Shizue’s husband relate to their 
daily lives and the physical presence of her partner. Thus, more than a psychological grief, 
Takahashi Shizue deals with a physical non-presence of her husband, which Pendleton connects 
to her necessity to fill the void with activism towards her fellow victims.37    
Although there is no direct evidence that Shizue’s life experiences influenced her 
subsequent activities, nor that her special relationship with the husband led Shizue to have a 
more prominent role in the Higaisha no Kai context, it is true that she took part in almost every 
victims’ activity during the years afterwards. As for the moment in which Takahashi Shizue 
chose to be spokeswoman of the Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai, it is written in the 
autobiography: 
When it was time to choose the spokesperson [of Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai], the 
lawyer Nakamura started calling the bereaved family members beginning from the ones sitting 
behind.  When a married couple in front of me was called, they tried to stand up while answering, 
but they tottered, as if they had anemia, and stumbled on their chairs. “I cannot do it, being like 
this”, they said. When Nakamura asked: “So, Ms. Takahashi, can you do it?”, I remained 
suddenly astonished. I agreed making a sound similar to an “Ah”, or so I think I did. 38 
                                                          
36 Takahashi 2008, p. 4. 
37 Pendleton 2009, pp. 337-338. 
38 Takahashi 2008, p. 39. Translated by me, unless stated otherwise.  
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Thus, Takahashi’s role as a spokeswoman started when she accepted to fill the void that other 
victims did not want to take over.  
From the 28th of January 1996, when the first meeting of the Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken 
Higaisha no Kai took place, the victims’ group activities took two different directions. One of 
the most urging issues at the moment was the participation of the victims in the trials in which 
Aum Shinrikyō members were prosecuted for being perpetrators of the terrorist attack at the 
Tokyo Metro. As Takahashi explains it in her autobiography, in the first trials there were no 
seats assigned for the victims to participate in the trials as spectators. The reason was that, 
having the Aum affair reached the status of a national case and thus attracting people from all 
the country, the system used for assigning the seats was based on a lottery that did not 
considered the status of the people taking part in it. In this regard, Takahashi tells that “the 
lottery was carried out in a park near the Tokyo District Court, the Hibiya Park, and there were 
almost 1.700 people hoping for a seat at the Aum trials for that day, lining up and waiting for 
their turn”.39 The event was the occasion for one of the first contacts between Takahashi and 
people working in the media environment outside the context of interviews and tv participation, 
as journalists happened to offer their seats to the victims to attend the trials.40 Due to the 
situation in 1996, one of the first issues faced by the Chikatetsu Sarin Higaisha no Kai was to 
have the right to assist the trials with seats assigned beforehand, a problem that was eventually 
solved later in the same year thanks to the cooperation between victims and journalists who 
raised the issue publicly.41    
On the other hand, the victims’ group was also active on the consciousness-raising 
front. Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai compiled a collection of memories written by its 
members, printed in 1000 copies with a fund-raising campaign at the beginning of 1997. The 
“Yellow Notes Collection”, which takes the name from the color of its cover, was distributed in 
front of Tokyo metro entrances, giving a special attention to the Kasumigaseki station 
                                                          
39 Takahashi 2008, p. 40. 
40 Ibid., p. 41. 
41 See: “Chikatetsu sarin jiken higaisha no kai, ōmu zen daihyō no Asahara hikoku kōhan bōchō motomeru”, 
Asahi Shinbun, 1996.2.15, Tokyo Edition. 
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entrances where Takahashi Shizue’s husband lost his life.42 As the autobiography written by 
Takahashi testifies, the collection was a huge success among the people who were passing 
through the stations at that time. On this event, she writes: 
Meanwhile, Tōda from the NHK came excitedly to me and said: “That’s great! A lot of people 
came!”. Turning the corner, suddenly I saw that there were a lot of people who were queuing 
for the collection. We had prepared 500 copied for the distribution, but it seemed as they were 
not enough, as there were more than 600 people waiting for it. “It was a pleasant 
miscalculation”, said a person from the mass media, I don’t remember whom. Among the 
people who came for the collection, there was the professor responsible for my class when I 
was a high school student. […] I saw the public inspector responsible for the Aum case in his 
white sweater following the queue, the father of a heavily injured victim of the attack quietly 
respecting the line and others.43 
The “Yellow Notes Collection” exceeded the expectations, gaining the attention of a wide 
audience. On one hand, the success enjoyed by the Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai in 
this context was an evidence of the popularity of the subject among Japanese people, even 
though two years were already passed from when the incident happened. On the other, it 
urged the victims’ group and its leader to publish a book that could reach a wider audience, 
which meant contacting publishing companies and elaborating a more professional publication. 
The result of their work during this period was published under the title of Soredemo 
Ikite Iku それでも生きていく, concurrently with the delivery of the life sentence for Hayashi 
Ikuo 林郁夫 (1947 - ), medical expert and Aum Minister of Health, on the 2nd of March 1998. 
Although the trials were still prosecuting the perpetrators of the terrorist attack, according to 
the victims’ group the matter was disappearing from the news and public opinion was 
forgetting the event altogether. One of the issues the victims’ group was facing three years 
after the attack, when its collection was published, was affirming its own existence within the 
borders of Japanese society. In this respect, Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai claims in the 
introduction that “maybe the event is disappearing from people’s consciousness, after three 
                                                          
42 Takahashi 2008, p. 89. 
43 Ibidem. 
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years have passed. There are also people who say that too much time has passed for us to claim 
redress to the government. For the victims, it is as the attack happened yesterday, and the 
wounds in their hearts will never disappear”.44 Using Arrington’s terms, the victims’ group lost 
salience, which was given as a matter of fact right after the event. Thus, the book serves also 
the purpose of gaining attention on the activities of the organization, through its members’ 
memories and storytelling, in order to reacquire the salience that it had lost due to the time 
elapse.           
As it was mentioned above, Soredemo Ikite Iku was released coincidentally with the 
decision of life sentence for Hayashi Ikuo. In this regard, Takahashi expressed her opinion as 
spokeswoman of the victims’ group, stating that “even though Hayashi were to be sentenced 
to the death penalty, which we consider it was the natural thing to do, as long as people who 
believe in organizations that endorse the murder exist, my husband’s death will not be avenged, 
nor the hearts of all the people who lost their families because of these acts will be healed. 
Even though Hayashi should have been sentenced to the death penalty, that would not be a 
solution to us”. 45  Death penalty, in the words of Takahashi, is considered an adequate 
punishment for the victims, especially considering the bereaved families. According to 
Pendleton, for Takahashi “the demand for death relates explicitly to her memories of her dead 
husband and the suffering he experienced at the hands of sect members”.46 Thus, although 
Takahashi’s mourning expresses a shared set of values regarding death penalty within Japanese 
society, it also assumes a personal sphere that is inherently connected to her individual 
experience rather than to the activities of the organization to which she belongs. On the other 
hand, Takahashi Shizue’s experiences as an individual victim, about which we will discuss in the 
next paragraphs, make the organization activities evolve in different directions, considering 
also its international approach and the changes in the relationship between the victims’ group 
and the media.   
 
                                                          
44 Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai 1998, p. 3. 
45 Takahashi 2008, p. 111. 
46 Pendleton 2015, p. 209. 
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2.2 Mourning between globalization and individual experiences 
Besides her activities as a spokeswoman of the victims’ group, Takahashi Shizue had 
experiences regarding her own life as an individual victim of the terrorist attack. In her 
autobiography, she describes her first experience traveling abroad on the occasion of a visit to 
an artist who made a bronze statue of her bereaved husband. Takahashi’s trip involves a 
psychological element, as the statue represents for her a physical presence of her husband, as 
well as a detachment from the victims’ social group in order to experience her mourning as an 
individuality. By the same token, the fact that an artist in Perth considered an Aum victim a 
model for his artwork and a hero gives the whole incident an international resonance, which 
was lately exploited by the Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai in order to improve their 
connection with politicians and information channels.47  
From the late 1996, when the victims’ group started its activities, Takahashi looked for 
collaboration on the matter both domestically and internationally. She participated in a 
number of symposiums about crime victims in Japan, as well as connecting with victims from 
US and Britain.48 In 2000 Takahashi went to the United States with other six members of the 
victims’ organization as a means to seek for collaboration with American victims’ NPOs. During 
their trip, Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai representatives met members and participated 
in activities from other American victims’ group, such as the Homicide Survivors, NCHS (The 
National Coalition of Homicide Survivors, Inc.), the Missing Child organization and MADD 
(Mothers Against Drunk Driving), giving rise to a cooperation that eventually led to a new 
understanding of both victims-media connections and psychological pain treatment within the 
context of victims’ group activities.49 
As it was mentioned above, the collaboration between crime victims of different 
countries was regarded as profoundly important in order to share experiences and actively look 
for common strategies for their organizations. Following the events of 9/11, this international 
cooperation was furtherly emphasized. In this regard, Takahashi commented: “I learned the 
                                                          
47 Takahashi 2008, p. 42. 
48 Pendleton 2009, p. 339. 
49 Takahashi 2008, pp. 145, 155. 
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fact that there was no such thing as rights for bereaved family members of crime victims only 
when I became one of them”. In response, Ielpi, father of a firefighter who was killed in the 
collapse of the World Trade Center buildings, states that Takahashi’s visit fostered “a spirit of 
camaraderie between families of different countries who have been affected by terrorist 
acts”.50 Subsequently, Ielpi was invited by the Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai to take 
part into a commemorative event of the 10th anniversary of the attack at the Tokyo Metro in 
2005, launching a campaign in which Tokyo and New York city became sister cities due to the 
collaboration between Higaisha no Kai and the September 11th Family Association on the 
victims’ treatment issue.51 Although Ielpi and Takahashi understand their cooperation under 
different terms, the former as a “global anti-terror alliance led by victims” and the latter as a 
“global best-practice modelling of victim support”, the construction of “global victimhood” in 
the sense of a victim’s consciousness that overcomes the social and political differences 
between countries becomes crucial within the context of their collaboration.52 
On the same account, the international cooperation between victims’ groups led to a 
change in the relationship between Japanese media and crime victims, Aum Shinrikyō’s ones 
above all. Takahashi’s frequent contacts with MADD, an American victims’ association, made 
Higaisha no Kai realize that it does exist a “right to refuse the news coverage”.53 That is, the 
right for the victims to deny journalists to collect their data and make them participate in 
interviews if they are not willing to do so. The topic was eventually explored in a series of 
meeting between victims and journalists, where Takahashi Shizue and Kawahara Michiko, a 
journalist interested in the matter, had an important role for what concerns the direction taken 
by the Japanese information channels afterwards. In the introduction to Hanzai higaisha ga 
hōdō wo kaeru 犯罪被害者が報道を変える, Kawahara quotes Coté and Simpson in saying 
that “we, as newspaper journalists, give a wide news coverage of incidents. However, although 
                                                          
50 Ridge 2004, p. 3. 
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we don’t know the real experience of the victims regarding the incident we are writing about 
in our article, we are still considered qualified journalists”.54  
Following the events occurred within the Aum affair context regarding victims and 
journalists, Kawahara defines the issue of victims’ treatment in news coverage. Early signs of 
the occurrences of this subject in Japanese society can be traced back in the Matsumoto Sarin 
Incident and the way in which the news was covered. The gas attack happened in a residential 
area in the city of Matsumoto in Nagano. Sarin was spread by Aum Shinrikyō members through 
a truck connected with a fan system that served the purpose of directing the gas towards an 
hotel where judges for a lawsuit against Aum were staying. However, because the wind shifted, 
sarin eventually reached a near neighborhood where eight people died poisoned by the gas, 
among whom one of them remained in coma for 14 years before dying in 2008.55  
In the victims’ group, Kōno Yoshiyuki, whose wife was poisoned as well, was initially 
identified by the Japanese police as a main suspect of the attack, as Kōno had stored a large 
amount of pesticide that was said it could be used to synthesize sarin, although the fact is 
scientifically false. 56  After the attack, and before the terrorist attack in the Tokyo Metro 
occurred almost one year later, Kōno was labeled as “the Poison Gas Man” and considered the 
culprit even though there was no evidence in this regard. 57  When the real culprits were 
discovered, the police chief responsible for the case and the journalists who accused Kōno to 
be the perpetrator apologized to him. However, together with the treatment received by other 
Aum victims by Japanese media, this event caused Japanese media to question their own 
activities.  
In this sense, Hanzai higaisha ga hōdō wo kaeru sheds a new light on the relationship 
between crime victims and media. The book, as it is stated in its introduction, is a compilation 
of experiences told by victims of several crimes, including Aum ones. The opportunity for the 
                                                          
54 Kawahara and Takahashi 2005, p. v.  
55 https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2008/08/06/national/woman-left-in-coma-by-aum-94-gas-attack-
dies/#.WubSzpcuBPY, last access: 30/04/2018. 
56 Tsuneishi Keiichi, “Nazo no yūdoku gasu de 7-ri shibō. Nōyaku chūdoku ni niru. Matsumotoichi no jūtakugai”, 
Asahi Shinbun, 1994.06.28, Tokyo Edition.  
57 Kōno 2005, p. 16.  
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creation of the book was given by the organization of a study meeting between victims and 
journalists in 2000. In this regard, Takahashi explains Higaisha no Kai members’ point of view 
regarding Japanese media and their activities, praising the study meeting for giving an 
opportunity of mutual understanding between the parties.58  Generally speaking, Japanese 
media were considered positive by the victims in the sense that helped victims’ group to not 
fade in public opinion’s memory. In a 1998 survey among Higaisha no Kai members (1247 
people, of which 239 had contact with TV and newspapers), 46.6% states that “thanks to the 
news coverage, the incident does not fade away”, whereas only 25.7% expressed 
dissatisfaction for what concerns the coverage of victims’ conditions.59 On the other hand, it is 
also stated the fact that “media went too far”, especially for what concerns influencing public 
opinion regarding victims’ image. This study group, together with other publications that were 
released in the same period, demonstrates how the relationship media-crime victims became 
an urging matter in the Japanese context that had to be faced in the near future.60 
2.3 Higaisha no Kai and its challenge for the future 
As it was explained in the previous paragraphs, between the end of the 1990s and the 
beginning of the 21st century, Higaisha no Kai faced, and eventually overcame, several issues 
concerning its members. Firstly, the Aum trial seats problem, which was solved appealing to 
the court in the Tokyo district. Then, the international cooperation and the publication of a 
wide literature help the group in finding new directions for what concerns its internal 
organization and its relationship with the rest of Japanese society, including television and 
newspapers journalists. The publication of Takahashi Shizue’s autobiography in 2008 marked a 
turning point in the activities of Higaisha no Kai, which tackled new challenges from that point 
on. 
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As Takahashi wrote in an article published by the Japanese PSIA (Public Security 
Intelligence Agency) in November 2017, “until now, we were supposed to overcome all the 
issues one by one, but looking back, there is still plenty we must do, that we did not realize 
before or that we ignored. It is not just the fact that my husband was killed in the Tokyo Metro 
attack. The days where our hearts are shaken goes on”.61 The issues that Takahashi mentions 
in this statement mainly concerns other religious groups that result from the disbanding of Aum 
Shinrikyō, such as Aleph and Hikari no Wa. Although the Aum trials ended in April 201862, 
themes such as the death penalty, the actions taken in regard of victims’ autopsies and matters 
of public security are still discussed between the members of the victims’ group and frequently 
appears on Japanese newspapers. For instance, police work was the topic of the last meeting 
held by Higaisha no Kai in March 2018, concurrently with the anniversary of the terrorist attack. 
The fact that Takahashi Shizue expressed the desire to visit the perpetrators convicted on death 
row appeared in newspapers articles and documentaries.63 The dynamics between victims and 
Aleph became the subject of a movie entitled “Aganai”, which was presented at the Hong Kong 
International Film Festival in March 2018.64 Hence, Higaisha no Kai plays a pivotal part in the 
victimhood discourse even now, when more than 20 years has passed from the terrorist attack, 
demonstrating that the issues concerning Aum victims are far from being settled, at least within 
the organization itself.  
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CHAPTER III 
Medical support and psychological treatment through the RSC activities 
As it is described in Chapter II, several victims’ group such as Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no 
Kai employed their victimhood in order to obtain redress from Japanese society, as well as to 
maintain salience and credibility within that same framework. However, although sharing one’s 
experience could be understood as a psychological treatment, these victims’ groups do not deal 
with medical and psychological support per se. In this sense, other NPOs such as RSC (Recovery 
Support Center) and the Japanese Society for Cult Prevention and Recovery come to the aid of 
Aum victims thanks to the help of specialists in medical and psychological fields, together with 
scholars from the sociological and religious areas of study. Chapter III will investigate the 
activities and the results obtained by RSC from its foundation regarding the victims’ support 
and how they are perceived by victims themselves in contrast to the assistance received by the 
Japanese state in this regard. In addition, details about RSC coverage on Japanese media will 
be provided, in order to furtherly understand media perception about the NPO’s activities.  
3.1 Victims’ care activities in RSC 
The Recovery Support Center (from now on RSC) is an NPO that deals with medical and 
psychological care towards Aum victims, including both the ones affected by the Matsumoto 
Sarin Incident (approximately 600 people, according to the RSC) and the ones involved in the 
Tokyo Subway Sarin Attack (in this case, about 6000 people). As the organization itself explains, 
RSC mainly deals with victims affected by PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder), chronic 
headaches, limbs numbness and vision damage, among the several after-effect symptoms 
given by the sarin poisoning. 65  Starting from April 1995, the service offered includes free 
medical check once a year for six days towards Aum victims, in three locations inside the city 
of Tokyo and with the support of experts in gas poisoning among other doctors and nurses, all 
of them serving as volunteers.66  
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The organization was officially added in the register of Japanese NPOs in March 2002, 
almost seven years after having started its activities. From that point on, RSC focused on the 
advertising of its activities, in order to attract as many people as possible and enlarge the group 
of individuals who could benefit from their services. In April 2003 it was held a first exchange 
meeting between volunteer doctors and victims interested in participating in the NPOs’ 
activities. Furthermore, RSC organized a symposium mainly directed towards a general 
audience (including Japanese media) in September of the same year. In May 2004 the NPOs 
applied to the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare in order to insert the victims of 
Aum Shinrikyō into a national care system plan. Two months later, the same request was send 
to the administration of Matsumoto, to provide a more effective care system for the 
Matsumoto Sarin Incident victims.67             
Hence, although RSC activities offer aid for Aum victims through free medical 
examinations and psychological treatment, it still seeks for national support and recognition 
from the State authorities, as it would allow more effective treatment for the participants of 
RSC caring system. Ultimately, the association’s goal lies in the medical rehabilitation of its 
members. As it is declared on their official website, “looking at what is happening in the world, 
a lot of people are afflicted by incidents, attacks and natural disasters. Although we cannot do 
much, we would like to have our activities understood, and to be an organization in which even 
one person can take care of a lot of other people”.68 Thus, being participants’ recovery, or even 
just an improvement of their condition, the major objective of the NPO, it allows the association 
to work on individual cases rather than on the victims’ group as a whole, which is instead the 
case of Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai among the others.     
Despite the organization of medical examinations and applications to governmental 
institutes for RSC members to have access to special medical care occupy a great amount of 
the activities of the NPO, the association provides medical questionnaires, courses dedicated 
to victims’ self-care and homeopathic treatments such as aroma therapy and hand massages.69 
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Together with the medical examination, the courses are offered by volunteers recruited near 
the RSC centers or through their webpage. As Hotta Tsutomu 堀田力 (1934 - ) and Kimura 
Shinsuke 木村晋介 (1945- ), two of the promoters who work  in RSC, discuss, “volunteering” is 
the foundation of RSC help as medical care would not be enough to treat disorders such as the 
PTSD. In that case, since the patient’s condition is not visible, understanding and support from 
the entire society would help Aum victims’ improvement, which is one of the goal RSC want to 
reach through volunteers’ recruitment.70 In the same interview, the two lawyers report the fact 
that the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare gives little attention to the NPO and its activities, 
mostly ignoring their requests for additional funding, a stance that slightly changed when RSC 
started producing statistics of their results on Aum victims that could be submitted to the 
central government.71    
The statistics provided to the Japanese government by RSC proved to be extremely 
useful to understand the situation of Aum victims 15 years later, as well as giving evidence of 
the validity of RSC activities regarding patients’ medical and psychological condition. In fact, as 
it was published in an article contained in Ki no ne 木の根 (No. 11), bulletin released annually 
by RSC, in 2011 the physical condition of the RSC participants slightly improved compared to 
the statistics collected the years before.72 Having gathered medical interviews from an average 
of 137 people in three medical checks held in different years, RSC provides a comparison 
between their outcomes to show the progress of the participants. The results taken into 
consideration come from the medical questionnaire answered in the years 2009, 2010 and 
2011: symptoms can be divided into three macro-categories, which corresponds to “body-
related symptoms”, “eye-related symptoms” and “psychological symptoms”, in addition to two 
other extra values that describes the general conditions of the questioned victims.  
For what concerns the body-related symptoms category, in the survey taken in 2009 
the highest percentages could be found in the answers “my body gets easily tired” (78.8%), “I 
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feel sluggish” (67.1%) and “I have frequent headaches” (61.3%), while other symptoms do not 
reach 50%. The percentages for the same items in 2010 had their answer rates diminished by 
at least 10 percentage points (tiredness lowered to 54.7%, sluggishness to 53.5% and 
headaches to 50.9%). Again, in 2011 the percentage of respondents declaring to have 
experienced the three symptoms drops to 48.8%, 43.8% and 33.1% (same order as before). The 
other items presented in the statistics got lower as well, following the same evolution as the 
highest rates showed above. 
As for the eye-related symptoms category, the “my eyes get easily tired” answers 
reached 83.9% in 2009, the item with the highest percentage of respondents altogether. 
Following it, we can find “dimmed eyes/hard to see” with 76.6% and “myopia” with 68.66% 
among the highest rates. The same item dropped by an average of 8 percentage points in 2010 
(79.2%, 62.2% and 60.9%, following the same order), reaching 66.9%, 60.3% and 44.6% in 2011. 
According to the report attached to the results of the comparison, the diseases related to the 
eyes in the case of gas poisoning such as the one caused by sarin are the majority, being also 
the most dangerous among the after-effect symptoms.73            
Finally, among the psychological symptoms category the highest rates were occupied 
in 2009 by the “I forget things easily” (62.7%), “I cannot focus, and I commit a lot of mistakes” 
(45.9%), and “I do not have willpower and I am constantly depressed” (43.7%) items, which are 
considered the most debilitating from a social perspective. As in the other categories, the 
percentage went down in 2010 (47.8%, 38.9% and 34.6%), whereas in 2011 the first two items 
decreased (42.9% and 33.1%), the last one increased again almost reaching the peak seen in 
2009 (43.1%), considering that psychological treatment and results vary greatly depending on 
the patient. On a side note, “nervousness with cold sweat and chills” was frequently 
experienced in 2009 by the 62.7% of respondents, while the percentage decreased in 2010 
(47.8%) and again in 2011 (38.1%).  
   In consideration of the results obtained by RSC in improving members’ conditions and 
the detailed documentation submitted to the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare, Japanese 
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central administration provided funding for the organization for the first time in 2011.74 As a 
result, RSC could offer free entrance to a multi-purpose auditorium in Shibuya for the Aum 
victims to perform their activities. Most importantly, the rehabilitation needed by the 
individuals in regard of the gas sarin poisoning is, from the same year on, covered according to 
the Japanese National Health Insurance scheme, due to the acknowledgement of RSC activities 
by Japanese government.75  
3.2 Recovery Support Center through the Japanese media coverage 
As it was explained in the introduction, in the aftermath of the Tokyo subway sarin 
incident the information regarding its victims and perpetrators became the biggest news on 
Japanese newspapers and televisions. Both Asahi Shinbun and Yomiuri Shinbun dedicated 
special section to the investigations and the trials that were held in the following years. 
Although Takahashi Shizue and her Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai, as well as some of 
the former member of Aum Shinrikyō, frequently appeared on Japanese media, the rates of 
information regarding the activities of RSC and the condition of victims affected by after-effect 
symptoms have always been comparatively low. Nonetheless, the after-effect symptoms issue 
was picked up by Asahi Shinbun in 2016, right after the 21st anniversary of the Tokyo subway 
incident, when the newspapers published a series of four articles dedicated to the life of an 
Aum victim (Asai Fumikazu 浅井文和) in the years following the terrorist attack. 
The inconveniences that were cited in the statistics provided by RSC can also be 
retraced in Asahi Shinbun articles, when the victim describes his post-Aum issues. For instance, 
he told the journalists that his pupils could not react to sunlight anymore, and that that caused 
him several problems when he leaves the house, as the places too bright causes him 
discomfort.76 In addition, he had the opposite vision problem indoor, as he feels the necessity 
to use lights whenever he enters closed spaces. In addition, psychological issues such as the 
inability to frequent crowded places were also mentioned, as well as the difficulties in speaking 
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about the incident with its co-workers, who could not understand his problems, according to 
the victim.77  
RSC activities are brought up because of their usefulness in the medical field, along 
with its relevance in highlighting the victims’ issues within the Japanese society context. In this 
regard, Asai expresses the desire that “the emotions and the condition of the victims were 
understood more by the State”.78 The significance of RSC activities is also expressed in regards 
of the after-effect symptoms of sarin poisoning, about which it is explained that “the 
mechanism that triggers the symptoms caused by sarin are still not understood very well, but 
the symptoms last long in victims’ life. Support for long-term patients is extremely vital”.79 To 
support the statement, in the same articles are published statistics on victims’ conditions that 
were taken by RSC in 2015, which shows the same tendency of the answer taken in the 
previously compared questionnaires. In this sense, the publication of data and opinion about 
victims’ lives fulfills the needs of NPOs and victims’ groups themselves for salience and 
credibility even after more than 20 years from the last terrorist attack. Hence, RSC activities 
work on two levels. Firstly, towards the medical and psychological conditions of the victims, 
which were faced by the voluntary association before the intervention of the government. 
Secondly, towards Japanese society as a whole, in the sense that the activities themselves 
directed to a specific social group draw attention to the Aum victims’ issues, against the 
opposite process, for which the memories regarding victims affected by sarin poisoning are 
increasingly fading away from the Japanese consciousness.  
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CHAPTER IV 
Kanariya no Kai and Aum Shinrikyō Kazoku no Kai:  
rehabilitation through social participation 
Through an analysis of Kanariya no Kai and Aum Shinrikyō Kazoku no Kai’s activities, this chapter 
will focus on the rehabilitation processes in which former Aum adherents take part in order to 
be reintroduced into Japanese society. Although they were not directly affected by the terrorist 
attacks perpetrated by the religious group, former Aum members, both the ones who withdrew 
from membership before the events and the ones who did it after Asahara was arrested, were 
ostracized by Japanese society as they were seen as dangerous individuals because of their 
previous affiliation. Moreover, the ones who lived in community in Aum facilities 
(approximately 1600 people) were further marginalized because they were often suspected of 
having taken part in the production of sarin that was eventually used in the terrorist attacks. In 
addition, having lived outside normal society for a considerable period of time made being 
reinserted into it a more difficult task for the organizations that took care of these individuals. 
Hence, this chapter will investigate how these two NPOs, despite the divergence given by the 
different social background of their members and the reasons behind their foundation, gives a 
new perspective to the concept of victimhood, enabling their members to reintegrate 
themselves into Japanese society as socially and politically participative citizens. 
4.1 Kanariya no Kai: rehabilitation through an anti-Aum and half-Aum organization 
    As the founders of the organization state, Kanariya no Kai was created on the 8th of 
June 1995, almost three months after the terrorist attack at the Tokyo subway. The association 
was founded by seven former members of Aum Shinrikyō, together with Takimoto, a lawyer 
who previously held a counseling center for former Aum devotee.80  From the beginning of its 
activities, the organization released a bulletin called Kanariya no Uta カナリヤの詩, which 
collects opinions from its members and it is widely read by former Aum members in order to 
gain trustworthy information about what was going on inside Aum facilities and the subsequent 
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trials, as the information released by the official media were not considered entirely reliable by 
the NPO itself.81   
For what concerns the Kanariya no Kai activities, they are mainly directed towards the 
publication of its bulletin and the construction of a network composed by former Aum Shinrikyō 
members. Contrary to other victims’ group such as Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai, the 
activities performed by the group are not directed to the rest of Japanese society, but they are 
aimed at the group itself. Hence, the main goal of Kanariya no Kai is exclusively directed to the 
rehabilitation of its members. As Nakashima and Nagaoka states in this regard: 
Nakashima: [...] Recently, I prefer attending university, and for this reason I’m going to the 
meetings less often than before. I think once every three months. That’s because I got rid of the 
[bad] feeling I had [regarding Aum]. However, I meet often the people I met here for the first 
time, and we have a stable human relationship until then.   
Nagaoka: Even though I have finished my rehabilitation here, I still feel the responsibility for 
having created the group, which is why I keep attending. This is a place in which you need to 
stop depending on the others psychologically. You cannot be fully rehabilitated until you don’t 
feel to be able to make it by yourself, until you don’t feel good with yourself.82  
Hence, both the publications and the meetings of the organization deal, on different levels, 
with the rehabilitation of former Aum members to their reintegration into Japanese society. In 
this sense, the main difference between Kanariya no Kai and other victims’ group relies on the 
fact that rehabilitation for Kanariya no Kai members is possible, whereas organizations such as 
Higaisha no Kai serve the purpose of maintain the relationship between victims and 
information channels and mainly acts as an agent that preserves victims’ rights through its 
storytelling. Besides, Takahashi Shizue herself declared that “the wounds in victims’ hearts will 
never disappear”, leaving no room for doubt about a possible recovery of its members.83   
As it was mentioned above, Kanariya no Uta initially provided information about the 
investigations and the trials regarding the Aum case, being also distributed in prisons where 
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they could be read by former Aum members convicted for the crimes connected to the terrorist 
attacks.84 A complete report of the trials updated to the events occurred in 2008 was also 
translated in English on the website of the organization, making it available to an international 
audience.85 In fact, as it is stated by its founders, the bulletin fulfilled the readers’ needs for 
“more reliable information” and, at the same time, connected the experiences of several 
people inside the religious group through the publication of articles regarding the individuals’ 
accounts of their lives inside the Aum facilities.86 Hence, the bulletin itself became both an 
informative tool and an object through which the rehabilitation could be completed for its 
members. As Amano explains it, the bulletin contains a variety of contents, not necessarily 
related to Aum Shinrikyō, as long as they are written by former members of the religious 
association and they are informative to the other members. Contents published included 
accounts of former members’ lives, reviews of religion-themed movies and astrology, which, 
although being barely linked to Aum, are common interests of Kanariya no Kai members.87        
The network construction through its members meeting works in a similar way to other 
victims’ groups such as Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai. As Kanariya no Kai states, at least 
150 former Aum members, covering all the ranks contained in the Aum hierarchy, participated 
in the meeting.88  In Takimoto’s words, “it is not 100% guaranteed that participating in the 
meetings will be successful. Some of the people participate just once, then they do not find 
other members to talk with and eventually leave to never come back again”. 89  Takimoto 
continues stating that one of the duties of the association is to make its members feeling 
included in an acceptable social framework. In fact, several occurrences of suicides among 
former Aum Shinrikyō devotees made Kanariya no Kai realizes that they could have a role in 
preventing the phenomenon, as the reason behind the suicides related to their exclusion from 
Japanese society. Giving them an alternative human network, as well as creating a socially 
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useful job as writing articles for the organization’s bulletin, provides ex Aum members with a 
supportive social community that prevents them to commit suicide in most of the cases.90  
However, Kanariya no Kai does not substitute medical and psychological care. In fact, 
although it is explained that most of the members have had “few years of mental instability”, 
especially due to the shock of the terrorist attack at the Tokyo subway, it is also specified that 
“people who come to Kanariya no Kai meetings are those who have more or less gone through 
psychological processes for recovery”.91 Nonetheless, they still suffer from financial difficulties 
and are still in the process of being reintegrated into society, which is the reason they mostly 
attend the meetings. As for the future of the members after their rehabilitation, it is also 
explained that some of them are perfectly reintegrated into Japanese society, making a living 
on fortune-telling business that is accepted within the Japanese social framework.92  
In describing the nature of the association, Takimoto recalls its frequent contacts with 
Japanese media, when he was labeled as an anti-Aum activist.93 Because of the way in which 
he was portrayed by the media, Kanariya no Kai was defined as an anti-Aum organization as 
well. In this regard, Takimoto states that:  
Then, people think that this association is anti-Aum, which is true, but not entirely. That is 
because it is also composed by former Aum members. […] Maybe it is anti-Aum (反オウム han 
ōmu), maybe it is half-Aum (半オウム han ōmu). Both the ways are fine. If I have to say it, the 
fact that Asahara’s ideas are not contemplated makes the association greatly different from 
Aum Shinrikyō.94 
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92 Ibidem. 
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Thus, as a hybrid between an anti-aum and half-aum NPO, their members distance themselves 
from Asahara’s ideas and doctrines, maintaining, on the other hand, the attention towards 
astrology, yoga and Buddhist doctrines that were highly regarded in the context of the New 
Religious Movement.  
As the activities of the group were mainly oriented towards the complete rehabilitation 
of its members, Kanariya no Kai lost its salience since more than 20 years have passed from the 
disbanding of Aum Shinrikyō as a religious organization and its members are mostly 
reintegrated into Japanese society. Nonetheless, besides participating in common activities 
such as going to karaoke and eating together, some of the members had an active role in the 
production of the series of DVD (A and A2) and books (A3 and A4) made by the filmmaker Mori 
Tatsuya 森達也 (1956 - ), of which the last release is based on the experiences of former Aum 
members 22 years after the Tokyo subway sarin attack.95 Although ex Aum devotee are fully 
integrated in Japanese society, they are still part of a social group that was created through the 
establishment of a human social network in the first years of counseling and Kanariya no Kai 
activities. In this context, the fact that the individuals belonging to this group share a common 
history that cannot be understood by others outside this framework maintains the connections 
between its members even though they are fully recovered socially and psychologically. 
4.2 Aum Shinrikyō Kazoku no Kai: families’ indirect victimhood 
Looking at the landscape of NPOs that were born as a reaction to the activities of Aum 
Shinrikyō, it could be noticed that Aum Kazoku no Kai was one of the first ones to take place in 
1989, 2 years after the recognition of Aum Shinrikyō as a religious organization by the Japanese 
government. Initially called Aum Shinrikyō Victims’ Association (オウム真理居被害者の会 
Aum Shinrikyō Higaisha no Kai) and lately renamed Aum Shinrikyō Family Group (オウム真理
教家族の会 Aum Shinrikyō Kazoku no Kai) in 1995 to distinguish itself from the newly formed 
Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai, the organization brings together the families that lost 
their children when they left their homes to join Aum communities. In the early 1990s, Aum 
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Shinrikyō became increasingly popular among Japanese teenagers, who were attracted by the 
idea of acquiring “supernatural powers” through Yoga practices and at the same time 
remaining outside the framework of already established Buddhist institutions. In addition, 
membership was further broadened in the school environment, as the popularity of students 
affiliated with Aum Shinrikyō influenced their kōhai in joining the religious group.96 For this 
reason, the rates of families contacting and participating in the activities of Aum Shinrikyō 
Kazoku no Kai was especially high in the years between 1990 and 1995, as the religious group 
was perceived as extremely dangerous for the individuals.  
The NPO was founded on the 21st of October 1989, through the effort of some parents 
who had lost their underage children due to Aum Shinrikyō and the lawyer Sakamoto Tsutsumi 
坂本堤 (1956 – 1989), particularly active on the anti-Aum front. The organization was also 
involved in the Sakamoto family murder case, as they explain on their website: 
Several days later [after the foundation of the NPO], the lawyer Sakamoto and his family 
disappeared suddenly. 97  We believed the lawyer and his family were kidnapped by Aum 
Shinrikyō, but the administration was not making any progress in this sense. We believed that 
we could rescue Sakamoto and his family safe and sound, and thus we participated in the rescue 
activities. However, in 1995, we were shaken by anger in finding out that the family was killed 
by Aum, an event that was discovered through investigations in Aum facilities the same year.98 
Thus, the activities of the NPO in their first years were mainly focused on the search for 
Sakamoto and his family, besides the mutual support between families for the rescue and 
rehabilitation of their children. From 1995 on, their activities became to be mainly oriented 
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towards the collaboration with other victims’ groups such as Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no 
Kai and Kanariya no Kai, as a means to support these groups’ actions.  
Contacts between members of Aum Shinrikyō and Takahashi Shizue were also 
documented in Takahashi’s autobiography. In this regard, Takahashi explained to have met the 
parents of some Aum members, who came to her to ask for forgiveness due to the action of 
their son inside the religious group.99 Although Higaisha no Kai’s members do not blame Aum 
members’ families for the faults of their children, the fact still raised the issue of shared 
responsibilities within the same household. By the same token, the responsibilities of former 
Aum devotees unaware of Asahara’s plans regarding the terrorist attacks was a theme faced in 
several panels between victims’ groups. In particular, on the 8th of February 2004, a panel 
between Japanese religious scholars, victims, former Aum adherents and their families focused 
on the moral responsibility issue for all the members of Aum Shinrikyō in regarding of the 
attacks towards Japanese society as a whole. During the discussion, the participants argue that 
mind control and brainwashing had a central role in the application of Asahara’s plan. In 
addition, Asahara created an environment in which all the members of the organizations were 
obliged to follow his orders. In this sense, the major responsibilities for the terrorist attack was 
to be assigned to Asahara only, thus blaming the other members convicted to death penalty 
only for the actualization of Asahara’s orders, a motif that was already circulating in 1995.100  
The discussion carried on during the panel resulted in a petition that served the 
purpose of blocking the death penalty for 12 convicted criminals during the Aum trials. These 
criminals, some of them prosecuted for the Matsumoto Sarin Incident and the others for the 
terrorist attack at the Tokyo subway, did not have any criminal attitude before taking part in 
Aum Shinrikyō’s actions. In this sense, the NPOs participating in the panel believe that the 12 
criminals can be fully recovered and reintegrated into Japanese society, thus making death 
penalty unnecessary.101              
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As it is explained above, both Kanariya no Kai and Aum Shinrikyō Kazoku no Kai stress 
out the significance of rehabilitation and shared responsibilities for former Aum members and 
their families. On the contrary to the victims who were directly affected by the terrorist attacks, 
in this case victimhood has a different connotation. Whereas in both the instances the victims 
share a common history and employ their memories and witnesses to have more leverage in 
the Aum discourse, in the case of the former Aum adherents’ victimhood works exclusively 
within the NPOs framework for rehabilitation purposes. In other words, instead of using it as 
an instrument to gain credibility and salience towards Japanese society, victimhood becomes 
the starting point for Kanariya no Kai and Aum Shinrikyō Kazoku no Kai participants’ recovery, 
as it enables them to tell their experiences to other people who can empathize with them due 
to their common history. 
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CONCLUSION 
Since the day after the Tokyo subway sarin incident, victims’ groups worked in order to 
maintain their credibility and salience in the eyes of the public, while demanding for redress to 
Japanese government in the form of additional funding, specific laws directed towards New 
Religious Movement born from the disbanding of Aum Shinrikyō and preferential treatment for 
what concerns the Aum trials seats system. In this regard, the previous chapters show several 
understandings of the concept of victimhood in the Japanese context, and more specifically the 
Aum affair, as it was employed differently by the victims’ groups according to their needs and 
their backstory with the religious movement.  
On one side, Takahashi Shizue and her Chikatetsu Sarin Jiken Higaisha no Kai express 
their victimhood making full use of their leverage in front of Japanese media, as a way to gain 
public opinion’s sympathy and thus resources for their activities. Their role in the immediate 
afterwards of the terrorist attack creates a third protagonist between the Japanese state and 
Aum Shinrikyō, whose requests and behaviors form the basis for an evolution and better 
understanding of the relationship between victims and Japanese media. On the other hand, 
Kanariya no Kai and Aum Shinrikyō Kazoku no Kai highlight the social issues faced by former 
Aum members who were at the moment excluded, voluntarily or not, by Japanese society 
because of their previous affiliation. In this regard, victimhood takes a different meaning, as 
well as the activities of the organizations, which are heading towards a full social rehabilitation 
of its members rather than a status validation from society. In other words, whereas in the 
Higaisha no Kai case it is the society that has to meet the expectancies and demands of the 
victims, in the other one the relationship is reversed, as it is the duty of the victims to fulfill the 
requirement of Japanese society to be fully rehabilitated and reintegrated into it.  
Together with RSC, these victims’ groups established a network that embraces also 
victims of other crimes, both domestically and internationally, sharing their strategies 
regarding internal activities and approaches towards the society in which they live. In citing 
Mark Mullins, Erica Baffelli and Ian Reader comments that “seventeen years afterwards [2012], 
for many, apart from its immediate victims (and those who became immersed in the affair 
because of academic or other interests), the affair has largely passed from being a 
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contemporary event, into an affair of history, and while its shadows and influences may 
continue to affect the present, perhaps in becoming history its impact on the state of religion 
in Japan and on public perceptions of religion may be fading”.102 Although it can be claimed 
that the Aum affair underwent a historicizing process and had taken second place in the 
national media environment, Aum victims’ discourse is far from the “religion” category, 
whether it can be applied in the Japanese case or not, embracing instead other themes 
connected to their space and rights as a social group, such as the medical and psychological 
care, and the judicial system. In this regard, governmental policies and media strategies were 
and still are affected by the impact, minor though it is, of crime victims, including the ones 
involved in the Aum affair, validating their victimhood even years later the original instances 
from which they came out.  
Victims’ issues are intertwined with societal instances that are still thriving in Japan. 
Besides exclusively victim-related matters such as legal redresses, police accountability and 
media responsibilities over victims’ storytelling, the discourse can be further broaden 
encompassing social groups’ formation and dynamics within Japanese society. As Tessa Morris-
Suzuki points out, Japanese identity is defined by ethnic markers, such as one’s appearance or 
language, which are eventually understood in terms of social group consciousness.103 Whereas 
Japanese citizenship is understood as coincidental with their belonging to a so-called Japanese 
ethnicity, thus forming a monolithic community in the sense of sharing common values and 
priorities, social groups formed within the borders of Japanese society indeed exist and claim 
their presence on the territory. Whether they still maintain salience or not towards the rest of 
society, Aum victims demonstrates that different social groups can address societal matters 
while raising their voices to have their issues solved, thus challenging governmental established 
priorities.         
Nonetheless, the research does not end here. In fact, as it was stated by Baffelli and 
Reader, the literature written by Aum victims is broad and constantly approaches new issues 
according to the change of internal and social dynamics, which continue to evolve as time goes 
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by. Besides individual victims who do not align with NPO’s activities, other associations change 
their focus widening the issues addressed, as in the case of the Japan Society for Cult Prevention 
and Recovery that started from being an anti-Aum organization to face several themes 
connected to the cult カルト phenomenon. New affiliations with victims from natural disasters 
were formed in the aftermath of the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake, launching also campaigns 
against the employment of nuclear energy on the Japanese soil. The variety of approaches 
taken by Aum victims and NGO within the context of Japanese society could require a 
renovated attention, as their victimhood showed the potential to play a further role in the 
future. 
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